ABOUT CLOVE TECHNOLOGIES

Empowering engineers across the world to build, operate and maintain intelligent infrastructure by accelerating technology breakthroughs in Digital Engineering. We solve complex problems of Infrastructure Industry with our innovative services of BIM, Geospatial, Geomatics and Technology.

Since our inception in 2004, with a team of 350 and counting, we are serving customers from various geographical locations including Europe, USA, Australia, Nordic Region, India, UK, and UAE.

We were acknowledged by Industry for consistent innovation in processes and solutions - 'Excellence Award' by Institute of Economic Studies (IES), '25 Most Promising GIS Solution Providers in APAC Region' by CIO Outlook Magazine and many more.

Our way forward is to Accelerate: Digital Construction, Digital Mapping, Digital Measurement, and Digital Transformation to reduce cost and increase productivity across Infrastructure Industry.
CHANDIGARH PARKING LOT COMMERCIALISATION

Infrastructure | India

Planning of erecting advertisement pylon boards at ideal location in Sector – 17 intend to enable maximum views.

AMARAVATHI

River Bed Beautification | India

Beautification on both sides of Krishna river bed and flood simulation model for 17 Sq. Km from Prakasham Barrage to Lingaiahpalem.
OUR PROJECTS

TOWN PLANNING - SHIRDI
Terrestrial Mapping | India

Initiated town planning in the lands that belong to SSSM Trust which are identified around outskirts of Shirdi and the lands that are planned to accommodate all devotees attending 100th death anniversary of Baba in Oct-2018.

RFC, MUGHAL GARDEN DOME
Architecture | India

Provided a scale digital model for the Arches of Mughal Garden, intended to be illuminated with fancy multi-color. A mesh of LED lights has to be manufactured by the Chinese company.
WHY CLOVE TECHNOLOGIES?

DOMAINE XPERTISE
Our leadership brings 13 years of collective operational experience and at least 20 years of individual domain expertise among various verticals in our service portfolio.

TECHNOLOGICAL EXCELLENCE
The state-of-the-art technology infrastructure of Clove Tech is reliable for testing, ideating, developing and simulating various applications and Digital Enterprise solutions.

HUMAN RESOURCE STRENGTHS
Rather than population, we have assorted yet integrated teams that are strategically trained, highly motivated, and always seeking professional challenges at work.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Known for the upright correspondence with clients, we govern risk assessment, process & quality monitoring, trial management and other crucial project aspects.

FACILITIES AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Our facilities are set in two major financial centers of South India with modern infrastructure that supports uninterrupted operations for availability, dependability and scalability irrespective of the project volume.

PROCESS ORIENTED APPROACH
Executing complex projects with ease and delivering high productivity is no backbreaker to us since we developed firm-specific tried-and-tested approaches with over a decade of experience.